
Order Brewery Name Score Alc Style From From2 Notes
1 van de Streek Playground IPA 10 0.5% ipa NL Utrecht a delightful IPA, that beat some of our other faves in more than one blindfold taste test. It's got a lovely clear taste and mouthfeel, and the balanced but detailed flavour you want 
2 Mariestads Sommerlager 9 0.5% lager SE lager, perfectly balanced, fizzy yet with a lovely creaminess/butteriness
3 Jopen Non-IPA 9 0.3% ipa NL Haarlem one of the best alcohol-free beers, an excellent IPA full stop. Good fizz, mildly grapefruity tang, refreshing. You should try it!
4 Big Drop Pale Ale 9 0.5% pale UK Ipswich
5 Värmdö Ingarö Eko IPA 9 0.5% ipa SE delightful unsweet, slightly sour almost kombucha-y, yet juicy and no bad notes
6 Big Drop Lil IPL 9 0.5% lager UK Ipswich I have to report to you this FABULOUS low-alcohol beer. An "India Pale Lager", a perfect match of late-hopped tang with lagery Helles notes. @bigdropbrewco have done good ones but 
7 Lervig No Worries Grapefruit 9 0.5% ipa NO a great grapefruit-infused IPA from Norway. The grapefruit juice dominates the flavour, but its gentle sourness fits perfectly with the gently bitterness from the late hopping.
8 Lervig No Worries Driving Home For Christmas 9 0.5% christmas NO A delightful dark (but not heavy) Christmassy ale, with a great foamy head and a lovely balanced taste of cinnamon.
9 Lowlander 0.3 IPA 9 0.3% ipa NL Amsterdam A stunning low-alc IPA - complex, foamy and refreshing, with a bitter hoppy tang combining with rounded mango and orange flavours. Stunning.

10 Brand Brand IPA 0.0% 9 0.0% ipa NL Limburg lovely IPA with a hint of sourness and a hint of malt. And it's 0.0! The taste is not perfect, but very good indeed.
11 Brulo (Coast) Dry Hopped Stout 9 0.0% stout UK Scotland divine. Foamy head, full-bodied stout with a touch of coffee, and a gentle crisp hoppiness. Unbelievably good for a 0.0% dark beer.
12 Force Majeure Tripel 8.75 0.4% belgiantripel BE This is a fabulous achievement, a serious rendition of the Belgian "tripel" style but with no alc. Great frothy head, and a complex, banana-y but not overly sweet flavour, hint of black pepper and very well rounded. 9/10 according to me, 8.5/10 consensus.
13 Dutch Bargain Designated Dryver 8.5 0.3% blonde NL Zeeland Big frothy head (rare for an alkofrei) and thus a great mouthfeel. A lovely clear pale ale taste (not a blonde IMHO) with a great crisp bitter finish.
14 Big Drop "Citra 4 hop" pale ale 8.5 0.5% pale UK Ipswich a great alkofrei pale ale, full-flavoured with a gentle grapefruit juice flavour
15 Big Drop Paradiso Citra IPA 8.5 0.5% ipa UK Ipswich delicious and tangy IPA with a good whack of citra
16 Hambleton Point Five 8.5 0.5% pale UK Yorkshire a very lovely piney scent and taste
17 Brouwerij 't IJ Vrijwit 8.5 0.5%wheat NL Amsterdam finally, a delightful Belgiian wheat beer! Frothy head, a complex full flavour, well-balanced and satifsying.
18 Jopen Nonnetje Ginger IPA 8.5 0.3% ipa NL Haarlem Very pleasant ginger-infused IPA, not sharop like ginger beer but much more laid back, well balanced
19 Brulo (Coast) 7 Grain 7 Hop DDH 8.5 0.0% ipa UK Scotland Delicious fully-hopped but balanced IPA, with grapefruity citra, mosaic and more coming through. Outstanding for a 0.0 beer.
20 Big Drop Waterslide 8.5 0.5% ipa UK Ipswich Not as tropical as promised but a beautiful IPA with a herbal/tannic bitterness to add interest
21 Little Big Brew Alfie 8.5 0.5% pale UK Channel Isl Delicious smooth British-style pale ale
22 Waterland Brewery Sober Sally 8.5 0.5% ipa NL North Holla Perfectly-judged IPA, with a good bright late-hop smell and taste, and a great foamy mouthfeel.
23 Cannabrew Hops and Sunshine 8.25 0.5% ipa UK Lancashire Delicious big whack of hops (citra and simcoe), super refreshing in this classic and basically flawless US-style IPA
24 Infinite Session Pale ale 8 0.5% pale UK London a very nice balanced pale ale indeed, this one from London. It's a contender for the best British one I've had...
25 Infinite Session IPA 8 0.5% ipa UK London a lovely IPA with, to me, a peachy fruitiness. Not as tangy as I expected, and the mouthfeel a bit too frothy, but very nice indeed.
26 Shipyard Low Tide Pale Ale 8 0.5% pale UK Wolverhampa great refreshing american-style pale ale, liked it.
27 Mikkeller Drink in the Sun 8 0.3%wheat DK good IPA with summery juicy grapefruit
28 Adnams Ghost Ship alcohol-free 8 0.5% ipa UK Southwold pretty convincing! A well-rounded and satisying modern British IPA, recommended.
29 Maisel Maisel's Weisse 8 0.5%wheat DE Bavaria a superb alcohol-free wheat beer, with a classic Bavarian taste. Slightly more lively and refreshing that the Rothaus, but both are great.
30 Rothaus Hefe Weizen 8 0.5% wheat DE Baden-Würta superb alkofrei showing from the German brewery in the Black Forest... It's alcohol free but tastes just exactly like a straightforward wheat beer. Impressive!
31 Brussels Beer Project Pico Bello 8 0.3% neipa BE a very interesting hazy IPA! funky, mildly sour almost like lemon & lime, v tasty
32 Northern Monk Super Stredge 8 0.5% ipa UK Yorkshire A delightful IPA with a hazy look, a great ringing whack of mosaic dry-hopping, and a mineral finish.
33 Northern Monk Holy Faith 8 0.5% neipa UK Yorkshire a great fresh hop-forward hazy pale - biscuity, fruity, hazy. I'd give it 8, Yvonne would give it 9.
34 Northern Monk Holy Heathen 8 0.5% neipa UK Yorkshire Very nice grapefruity and refreshing hop flavour; for me a slightly thin body and not much head, but very nice indeed. I'd give it 8, Yvonne would give it 9.
35 Big Drop Pine Trail 8 0.5% pale UK Ipswich a very nice laid back pale ale. (NB there's no taste of pine at all! I should have read the small print.)
36 Brewdog Hazy AF 8 0.5% neipa UK Scotland lovely juicy IPA, with a clear nice citra/citrus dry flavour to finish
37 Drop Bear Tropical IPA 8 0.5% ipa UK Wales a very accomplished IPA, with a great foamy persistent head, a pronounced bitterness, and dark/complex flavour (similar to Nanny State, but better IMHO). Not "tropical" tho! Could be too bitter for some.
38 Lervig No Worries 8 0.5% ipa NO a great IPA, fizzy with a good head, and a biscuity and gently sour finish. The grapefruit version is slightly more fun but this is delish.
39 van de Streek Grapefruit non-alcoholic IPA 8 0.5% ipa NL Utrecht Another faultlessly-composed beer from vdS - not as tangy as you might expect, but a lovely fruity/bitter grapefruitiness throughout.
40 van Moll Wanderlust 8 0.3% ipa NL North BrabaDelightful blance of flavours: hints of fruity, grassy, and other hops.
41 Braxx Rebel IPA 8 0.2% ipa NL Amsterdam Very interesting malty IPA, almost a brown-ale flavour plus hoppy twang.
42 Lowlander Cool Earth Lager 8 0.3% lager NL Amsterdam a delicious hoppy lager, with a mild hint of lemongrass sliding into the aftertaste
43 Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropica NA 8 0.5% ipa UK Wales Tropical mangoey aroma, and a gorgeous burst of tropical flavour, giving way to a hard mineral finish. Fun like an 80s disco.
44 Brussels Beer Project Pico Nova 8 0.3% ipa BE Lovely bitter hoppy complex flavour, including woody coconut notes
45 Brulo (Coast) Lust for Life DDH 8 0.0% ipa UK Scotland Fruity/grapefruity IPA, mangoey nose, delicious
46 Brulo (Coast) Sabro 8 0.0% ipa UK Scotland Lovely single-hop, soft and fruity flavour. To my taste a bit too one-dimensional.
47 Liberation IPA Zero 8 0.5% ipa UK Channel Isl Great easy-drinking IPA, a balanced all-rounder
48 Brouwerij 't IJ Free IPA 8 0.5% ipa NL Amsterdam good body and a laid-back nice IPA – a touch isotonic-tasting, but otherwise gloriously balanced and quaffable.
49 Two Roots Enough Said 7.75 0.5% helles US California This one is spot on: it’s a helles, i.e. a soft and un-bitter lager, very pleasant indeed.
50 To Øl Implosion 7.5 0.3% pale DK Nice cloudy, hoppy and full-bodied pale ale.
51 Lervig No Worries Pineapple 7.5 0.5% ipa NO very pineappley - tastes like lots of fun! and yes indeed it's still a good IPA .
52 van de Streek Non-Bock 7.5 0.5% bock NL Utrecht a really very nice brown ale. Nicely balanced, no complaints. Van de Streek (Dutch brewery) have done it again!
53 van de Streek Fun House 7.5 0.5% neipa NL Utrecht This is good, clean, crisp, no problems, but not as juicy (nor hazy) as I'd expect from a NEIPA. Stick to the Playground?
54 San Miguel San Miguel 0.0% 7.5 0.0% lager ES
55 Mariestads Alkoholfri 7.5 0.5% lager SE good reliable beer
56 Pistonhead Flat Tire dry-hopped lager 7.5 0.5% lager SE a nice pilsnery lager, with a good clean taste and the right feel in the mouth. Yet another good job from Sweden.
57 Sigtuna Sigtuna NAPA 7.5 0.5% pale SE good IPA with a hint of Nanny State
58 Big Drop & Fyne Jam Session raspberry gose 7.5 0.5% gose UK Ipswich interesting raspberry drink with floral/nutty flavours in the background.
59 Big Drop Poolside DDH IPA 7.5 0.5% ipa UK Ipswich nice floral mixture of four hops, for a gentle and well-made IPA
60 Brewdog Nanny State 7.5 0.5% pale UK Scotland a nice and well-balanced ale from Brewdog (and better than "Punk AF" which for me is meh). medium colour+body, and with good complexity.
61 Jupiler Jupiler 0.0 7.5 0.0% lager BE nice honeyed and ale-y Belgian beer. No head, but good clean taste and a pleasing finish.
62 Ridgeside Nothing But The Rain v5 7.5 0.5% pale UK Yorkshire nice, with a gorgeous whack of bitter-lemon-ish citrus late-hop at the end
63 Nirvana Hoppy Pale Ale 7.5 0.5% pale UK Brighton this has a very clear crisp taste, light and with a good citrussy hop flavour at the end. I wasn't expecting much since I dislike the other beers from Nirvana, but this one's definitely recommendable - refreshing, and slightly different to some others I've had.
64 Stella Artois Stella Artois 0.0% 7.5 0.0% lager BE tastes like Stella! There's a noticeable giveaway flavour in the middle there, but otherwise a very good zero from this brewery.
65 Grolsch Weizen 0.0 7.5 0.0% wheat NL Overijssel oh nice, a good, mildly quirky flavour (in a good way), good texture, a drinkable wheat beer.
66 Breugem Klein Zoentje 7.5 0.4% ipa NL North Holla Pleasant fruity pale ale - smell of mandarin, taste of passionfruit. Jury was split: I liked it, she less so.
67 Uiltje Superb Owl 7.5 0.2% ipa NL Haarlem Mildly grapefruity. Low on fizz/froth but otherwise fine.
68 Kompaan Stunt Double 7.5 0.5% ipa NL South Holla Well-rounded nice-tasting IPA, though the alkofrei does become noticeable later. Well-balanced though.
69 To Øl Driving Home From Christmas 7.5 0.3% christmas DK Nice Christmassy tangeriney body, frothy mouthfeel, pretty good
70 Flying Dutchman Freak Kriek 7.5 0.3% kriek BE A very nice grown-up sour cherry flavour. No boozy sharpness, nor sweetness, so not entirely kriekish but v good
71 Bird Non Alk 7.5 0.3% ipa NL Amsterdam A lovely, gentle but hoppy, slightly floral IPA
72 Maes Maes 0.0 7.5 0.0% lager BE Perfectly balanced, light refreshing lager
73 van de Streek No Sour Losers 7.5 0.3% sour NL Utrecht Very nice coherent sour beer with a kind of sour-apple/red-fruit flavour
74 Big Drop & Paria Tailwind 7.5 0.5% ipa UK Ipswich Very nice, sedate and subtly fruity/cereally IPA
75 Hop and Hemp Easy Times 7.5 0.5% ipa UK London Nice quirky biscuity flavour of its own, and drinkable too
76 Jump Ship Yardarm 7.5 0.5% lager UK Scotland Tasty full-bodied lager, with good texture
77 First Chop Yes 7.5 0.5% ipa UK ManchesterVery pleasant. Described as IPA but quite NEIPA-like: a touch hazy and foamy. A touch worty in the smell, but good taste with a very resonant late-hopping.
78 Impossibrew Hazy Pale 7.5 0.5% pale UK London Really interesting complex flavours (due to the added botanicals), definitely one to try – but may divide the audience!
79 Herslev Bryghus Under Solen 7.5 0.5% pale DK A straightforward and very good pale ale. Good frothy head. No complaints!
80 Lervig No Worries Lemon 7.25 0.5% ipa NO Another lovely variant from Lervig. Understated fruity/bitter lemon balanced well with the No Worries IPA, very nice.
81 Lowlander Tropical Ale 7.25 0.3% -- NL Amsterdam A nice bright clean tropical guava taste, the grapefruit subtle and fruity. Nice.
82 Fungtn Lions Mane IPA 7.25 0.4% ipa UK Wales No head, but otherwise a lovely full-bodied old-english-IPA-like flavour. A hint of licorice. A savoury note? Or are we imagining it since there’s lionsmane mushroom in there?
83 Lowlander Organic Blonde Alse with wild elderberry 7 0.3% blonde NL Amsterdam A refreshing light beer reminiscent of elderberry cordial. Under the initial floral flavour there’s little in the aftertaste.
84 Muifel Crazy IPA 7 0.5% ipa NL North BrabaGood IPA, foamy mouthfeel, but foiled by a fairly austere dry mineral finish.
85 Leffe Leffe Blonde 0.0% 7 0.0% belgianblond BE nice full Belgian flavour, but seemed to us overly sweet. A very good Belgian zero-percent beer
86 Inselbrauerei Surfer's Summer Ale 7 0.5% pale DE Mecklenbur a great, lagery, summer ale. It isn't as magic as the Mariestads summer ale (Sweden), but it's good stuff.
87 Greene King Old Speckled Hen low-alcohol 7 0.5% bitter UK Suffolk great to have a classic British dark bitter as a decent low-alcohol. This one's nice tasting and well-balanced, though I find it quite drying, so didn't want to stick with it for a full session.
88 Sainsburys Low alcohol Czech lager 7 0.5% lager CZ
89 Brutal Brewing Ship Full of IPA 7 0.0% ipa SE nice malty flavour, not tangy tho despite name
90 Big Drop Lager 7 0.5% lager UK Ipswich a nice refreshing darkish lager (on the Brooklyn lager axis). It lacks a bit of tang/fizz but otherwise a good alkofrei lager.
91 Omnipollo Konx 7 0.3% pale BE very fruity (pear/mango?) pale ale - alllllmost un-beery! - but balanced well by a good dryness. A slight AF giveaway flavour, but still refreshing.
92 Brand Alcoholvrij Weizen 7 0.0% wheat NL Limburg a quite good weizen
93 Brewdog Punk AF 7 0.5% ipa UK Scotland The UK's BrewDog (well-known for Nanny State) now has "Punk AF" 0.5% IPA. It's extremely light-coloured, and has a delicate flavour to match. Tastes noticeably alcohol-free; for me, it's thus not so refreshing. Yv says it's better than Nanny State.
94 Thornbridge Zero Five 7 0.5% pale UK Yorkshire decent pale ale, good fizz, and a good hoppy aroma, but not that tangy or refreshing.
95 Brulo (Coast) Coast Hazy IPA 7 0.0% ipa UK Scotland very nice grapefruity IPA, juicy but not tangy - and thus, un-beery, though very drinkable.
96 Big Drop Kodama IPL 7 0.5% lager UK Ipswich a very good malt-oriented hoppy lager. Great head, interesting flavour, though a drying aftertaste
97 Hitachino Non Ale 7 0.3% pale JP a nice alcohol-free beer from Japan. Not much aroma, but the beer is refreshing, modestly complex, slightly malty. It has the distracting alkofrei taste; but blended well.
98 De Halve Maan Sport Zot 7 0.4% belgianblondeBE nice friendly Belgian-style beer. A touch sweet for me, and a bit noticeably unusually-flavoured due to the alkofrei, but has a great foamy texture and head, good aftertaste, quaffable
99 Brulo (Coast) Farmhouse 7 0.3% unknown UK Scotland A nice mid-palate beer with a hint of tartness. Very well balanced

100 Mikkeller Henry & His Science 7 0.3% unknown DK to me this is in the genre of "grown-up lemonade" but it's certainly a well-balanced and satisfying one. Taste of lychee and citrus sourness
101 West Berksire Brew Peach Pale 7 0.5% pale UK Berkshire There's peach syrup in it but you can barely taste any peachiness. It's an OK pale ale, with a mineral (and otherwise absent) finish
102 Aegir Minus 7 0.5% pale NO decent clean-tasting pale ale - but - it has a dry mineral flavour at the end, like it magically turns into mineral water / tonic water!
103 Omnipollo Blåbärssoppa 7 0.3% pale BE allegedly "pale ale", but there's no tasteable trace of pale ale. This is a lovely syrupy-Ribena-y blueberry and vanilla fizzy drink - sweet, but well-balanced and grown-up enough.
104 Sharps Doom Bar 7 0.0% amber UK Cornwall It's good-tasting, nutty and gently malty, though also pretty crisp and satisfying. However it is quite watery. Good to have this in the line-up
105 Schöfferhofer Weizen 0.0 7 0.0% wheat DE Bavaria a very decent classic Bavarian wheat beer. Very good foamy head, and fairly refreshing although you can tell taste-wise it's alcohol-free, not too distracting
106 Jever Fun 7 0.5% lager DE Lower Saxoa fresh, full and - yes - fun pilsener. Nicely flavoured, a touch drying at the end but otherwise commendable.
107 Brewdog Lost AF 7 0.5% lager UK Scotland a good, clean and fairly classic lager
108 Waterland Brewery IPA 7 0.5% ipa NL North Holla Nice enough, soft undramatic IPA
109 Grutte Pier Vrijheid 7 0.5% ipa NL Groningen Pretty flavourful IPA, decent hop though a touch sour
110 Affligem Begisch Wit 0.0 7 0.0% wheat BE A good Belgian wheat beer, not perfect but with that complex soft flavour you want
111 De Leckere Weizen 0.2 7 0.2% wheat NL Utrecht Decent, soft & creamy wheat beer. Curiously, a hint of dandelion & burdock at the end!
112 Riegele BrauWelt IPA Liberis 2+3 7 0.4% ipa DE Bavaria Pleasant flowery sweetness like elderflower cordial at first, paired with a gentle flowery hop
113 Guinness Guinness Zero 7 0.0% stout IE It's got a good body, creamy head (thanks to the nitrogen widget in the can, of course). The taste is not a perfect match to normal Guinness, it's slightly thinner in flavour and texture, but still a good pint.
114 Big Drop Wildtrack APA 7 0.5% pale UK Ipswich A good flavour at first, but then a mineral-water finish, not what I was hoping for. OK though.
115 Viven Nada IPA 7 0.3% ipa BE Nice IPA, but not strongly hopped
116 Jumbo Dors 7 0.0% lager NL North BrabaGood lager. The giveaway flavour is there, but all very well balanced, refreshing and carefree.
117 Harviestoun Wheesht 7 0.0% brown UK Scotland Nice malt-forward but refreshing dark ale
118 Mikkeler Energiebajer 7 ipa DK Not perfect but a nice gently-clear hop taste, which renders it overall a pleasant drink
119 La Trappe Nillis 6.75 0.0% brown NL North BrabaA nice malty brown ale. It lacks the full caramel+spice notes of @LaTrappeBeer's dubbel, and is thinner. It's decent, but not strongly evocative of Trappist beer for me
120 Inselbrauerei Snorkler’s Sea Salt 6.75 0.5% ipa DE Mecklenbur Very interesting salty IPA with a very good mouthfeel – the flavour is not perfect but good and complex
121 Nøgne ø Julefri 6.75 0.0% christmas NO Flavour so overwhelmed with the added spices that is tastes like a speculaas or gingerbread person! Lovely foamy head, thick creamy body. The spiced nose dominates over other flavours. Characterful!
122 Brulo (Coast) Centennial 6.75 0.0% ipa UK Scotland Single-hop IPA with a VERY pale colour, slight elderflower scent+taste, and a touch of pale fruit syrup too. Very interesting, less quaffable/refreshing.
123 Beavertown Lazer Crush 6.5 0.5% ipa UK London A very "soft"-tasting IPA, not bad at all but not perfect. The mouthfeel is a bit fuzzy and it's not so tangy, but a perfectly good drink
124 Oedipus Dorinku citrus beer 6.5 0.5% unknown NL Amsterdam This is allegedly beer, flavoured with citrus peel - but if so, it's disguised entirely as a sparkling elderflower(ish) cordial! It even has no head and is as clear as a cordial. It claims to be a sour but isn't very sour. Nice but not beer.
125 Schneider Schneider Weisse 6.5 0.5% wheat DE Bavaria "Bavaria's oldest wheat beer brewery" has done a pretty good job: foamy/creamy head, clean finish. Taste is not perfect, but a decent complex balance.
126 Hertog Jan Hertog Jan 0.0% 6.5 0.0% lager NL Limburg decent but nothing special
127 Weihenstephaner Weihenstephaner alcohol-free 6.5 0.5% wheat DE Bavaria Decent but not amazing. Good head though!
128 Erdinger Erdinger Weiss 6.5 0.4% wheat DE Bavaria a peppy, isotopic-tasting wheat beer. Good frothy head, though the beer ends up with a rather frothy finish.
129 West Berksire Brew Solo Pale Ale 6.5 0.5% pale UK Berkshire This was OK enough - no head but an OK mouthfeel, slightly piney taste and smokey which for me was unexpected for a pale.
130 Lucky Saint Lucky Saint unfiltered lager 6.5 0.5% lager DE a pretty good alcohol-free lager, no problems
131 Drynks Smashed lager 6.5 0.0% lager UK Cheshire A decent lager... an ever-so-slightly-off-kilter taste in there, but otherwise good, refreshing enough.
132 Tiny Rebel Party Hard 6.5 0.5% pale UK Wales Inoffensive, mineral-tasting pale ale, not so strong on the "mango/citrus" as claimed?
133 Pohjala Tundra 6.5 0.5% pale EE a restrained but pleasant enough pale ale, with (for me) a slight hint of peachy fruit. Made with spruce tips but I couldn't taste them.
134 Drop Bear New World IPA 6.5 0.5% ipa UK Wales a rather unusual peppery-tart flavour at first, a flavour we didn't understand. Otherwise fine.
135 Bavaria Bier 0.0 6.5 0.0% lager NL North Brabaa crisp & clean pilsener - straightforward & fine
136 Benediktiner Weissbier Alcoholfrei 6.5 0.0% wheat DE Bavaria decent & standard wheat beer, though with an obvious alcohol-free note that can't be ignored.
137 Affligem Blond 0.0 6.5 0.0% belgian BE Decent blond but for me a touch watery, and a slight giveaway taste.
138 Biosano Gageleer No Alcohol 6.5 0.0% -- BE Pleasant isotonic taste, but nowhere near as richly-flavoured as the original Gageleer. Fine to drink.
139 Pohjala Prenzlauer Raspberry 6.5 0.5% sour EE Clean sour flavour, but surprisingly gentle for a fruity sour (Freak Friek is similar but more fruity).
140 Oersoep Dodgeball 6.5 0.3% ipa NL Gelderland Good and bad: an IPA with a nice grassy late-hop tang, but with a bit of a funky/worty flavour overall
141 Hop and Hemp Lowdown Lager 6.5 0.5% lager UK London A lager with some interesting complexity but also some alkofrei funk taste
142 Brothers-in-law Pacific IPA 6.5 0.0% ipa NL OK IPA with mild tropical slant but a poor fluffy and clearly alcohol-free flavour
143 Wellbeing Going Places 6.5 0.5% ipa US MontessouriAn OK IPA, low-key with a slight tinned-peach-syrup taste (pleasant). A touch stale in the aftertaste though.
144 Mikkeler Weird Weather 6.5 0.3% neipa DK Lovely peachy NEIPA (on tap!) - but with a bit of that classic alkofrei taste in the middle, a shame for such an otherwise great taste.
145 Neumarkter LammsbräAlkoholfrei Pilsner 6.5 0.5% lager DE A pretty good pilsner. The alkofrei taste is noticeably there, but integrated in a no-fuss manner. Not a bad drink.
146 Lindeboom Lindeboom Pilsener 0.0 6.5 0.0% lager NL Limburg A slightly curious but characterful flavour, and decent body, but slightly offputting wortiness in the smell. I enjoyed this beer though.
147 Kaapse Bob 6.25 0.1% ipa NL South Holla Surprisingly sour lime-juicey flavour for an IPA (“zesty” according to the can), not as laid back as implied, a little harsh IMHO
148 Big Drop Woodcutter 6.25 0.5% brown UK Ipswich Like many alc-free brown ales, this tastes basically just malty. It's fine enough, well-balanced, but for me lacks complexity.
149 Engel Kellerbier Alkoholfrei 6 0.5% lager DE Baden-WürtLooks & tastes like cloudy apple juice. (Not sweet, though.) Nice enough, balanced, but… huh?
150 Clausthaler Clausthaler unfiltered alcohol-free lager 6 0.5% lager DE Hesse a fairly balanced dry-hopped lager. But unfortunately there's an alkofrei (after)taste that detracts, and lingers. Otherwise good and lagery, a decent froth in the mouth.
151 Big Drop Uptown craft lager 6 0.5% lager UK Ipswich a very nice craft-lager taste at first, but unfortunately it ends with an aftertaste which is noticeably out-of-place and unsatisfying
152 Heineken Heineken Zero 6 0.1% lager NL Amsterdam Not impressing me much … though actually this one's OK if it's all that's on
153 Warsteiner Warsteiner Alkoholfrei 6 0.5% lager DE North-Rhinea decent pilsner - it has a definite alkofrei taste, but not too bothersome since the overall impression is balanced enough.
154 Peroni Libera 6 0.0% lager IT refreshing enough - there's a definite alkofrei flavour overall, not so crisp - however, no offensive taste, and quaffable.
155 Moretti Birra Moretti Zero 6 0.0% lager IT not a bad attempt this one, there's the unwelcome alkofrei flavour, but that aside not too drying, it'd be quaffable (much like the Peroni Libera)
156 Bitburger Bitburger Drive 6 0.0% lager DE Rhineland-Pait's a decent Pilsner, complex enough, though there's an alkofrei flavour that for me detracts from refreshingness.
157 Carlsberg Carlsberg 6 0.0% lager DK
158 Big Drop Milk Stout 6 0.5% stout UK Ipswich Probably the best stout in my list. It pours great, with the right nose, head, and body (!). The flavour is too smoky for my liking (smoke not mentioned on the bottle). ... Hiding something? That aside it's a good drink.
159 St Peter’s St. Peter’s Without 6 0.1% bitter UK Suffolk A lovely pun for the name, but for me the beer was unsatisfying in that way of alcohol-free beers.
160 Brooklyn Special Effects alcohol free hoppy lager 6 0.4% lager US an OK dark lager, but unimpressive. Low fizz, and a slight giveaway taste that puts me off. I'm surprised this isn't more interesting from this brewery.
161 Früh Früh Kölsch 6 0.0% lager DE North-Rhinea touch sour but not much, refreshing enough, decent but not impressive
162 Laine King Limbo 6 0.5% ipa UK Brighton it's a "Nanny State style" IPA, but without much complexity or rich flavour, so to us it fell rather flat.
163 Good Living Binary Botanical 6 0.5% unknown UK Woking this one's rather odd. They seem not to be aiming for beery flavour - website says "Prosecco-like" - I say "grown-up Appletiser". Not bad, but it doesn't fit the beer niche, more the Schloer niche!
164 Thornbridge Big Easy 6 0.5% pale UK Yorkshire a bit disappointing from one of my fave breweries - weakly flavoured, but a decent pale ale really.
165 Brothers-in-law 0.5 Hoppy Lager 6 0.5% lager NL OK but not very refreshing. The alkofrei taste makes it a bit... bready?
166 Big Drop Big River Black IPA 6 0.5% ipa UK Ipswich that same hazelnut flavour as in their stout - a shame, it's not IPA-like, a real missed opportunity. It's an OK drink though.
167 Lowlander Lowlander Wit Alcohol Free 6 0.0% wheat NL Amsterdam brewed with reclaimed orange & lemon peel, this tastes very much like a posh bitter lemon. Decent, but not beery.
168 Franziskaner Franziskaner Weissbier 6 0.5% wheat DE Bavaria tolerable wheat beer but frothy and less-refreshing
169 Paulaner Hefe-Weißbier Non-Alcoholic 6 0.5% wheat DE Bavaria this wheat beer is inoffensive and refreshing enough, with decent body, but the flavour is very much dominated by that alcohol-free taste - so, not great.
170 Krombacher Alkoholfrei Pilsner 6 0.0% lager DE North-Rhinea fairly balanced Pilsner - the blue flavour is clear but not unpleasant, though the beer overall is not quaffable.
171 Drynks Smashed pale 6 0.0% pale UK Cheshire Not an awful pale ale, especially given it's 0.0%, but the distinctive alkofrei taste is strongly there throughout, getting in the way of clarity.
172 Budvar Nealko 6 0.5% lager CZ it has a slightly offputting worty smell; the flavour is curious but overall it's OK
173 Force Majeure Traditional Blond 6 0.4% belgianblondeBE under the big foamy head this is disappointingly flavourless. Not particularly blonde. Clean, but for me too mineral-water-y
174 Veltins Pils 0.0 6 0.0% lager DE North-RhineNot bad pilsner, though a touch of the alkofrei taste.
175 Cornet Oaked 6 0.3% belgian BE Not bad, a slightly oak/smoke taste, though the aftertaste noticeably drying.
176 Grolsch Herfst Bier 6 0.0% bock NL Overijssel A quirky one, this - it tastes quite a lot like a "herfst bock" dark autumn beer, but perhaps due to the alcohol-free preparation it has a sweet and slightly herbal ending, with no tanginess - in other words, tasting like sasparilla or dandelion+burdock!
177 van de Streek Pony Play 6 0.5% stout NL Utrecht An OK stout – but, for my palate, there’s an uncomfortably dominant smoke flavour (just like the Big Drop/Nirvana stouts, but not as bad)
178 Flying Dutchman Free Your Mind and your Ass will Follow 6 0.3% flavoured BE A very bold flavoured beer, but the lemongrass tastes to me more like lemon (both are in the ingredients) and lemon juice wholly dominates the flavour
179 Selfmade The Invisible 6 0.5% ipa RU Very unusual hoppy-but-unbeery flavour, with strong pine and herbal notes. A touch of orange squash? Kombucha? Certainly interesting, but for us not great.
180 Albert Heijn Brouwers 0.0 6 0.0% lager NL Straw-coloured and light-tasting. Clear alkofrei taste but not bad.
181 Big Drop Coba Maya 6 0.5% lager UK Ipswich Meh – diappointingly dull & alcohol-free tasting – expected more from Big Drop, but it’s fine if there’s nothing else on.
182 Lowtide The Future Is Golden 6 0.50% golden UK Somerset Allegedly a golden ale but not IMHO. A crisp biscuity hop gives way to a strongly mineral finish, not so welcoming.
183 And Union Tuesday 5.5 0.5% wheat DE Bavaria a Bavarian weiss complex enough to be interesting, but with a fair few unsatisfaying traits: slight vinegary nose, and an un-refreshing finish
184 Budels 0.0 Malt 5.5 0.0% lager NL North BrabaOffputting alkofrei smell, and in the taste too, though that’s masked by a heavy and interesting malty Shredded Wheat taste.
185 Breugem Knip Oog 5.5 0.4% ipa NL North Holla Slightly odd dominant smell and flavour – described as “green tea” and yes it could be matcha, but hmm
186 Uddelaer Sportbier 5.5 0.3% wheat NL Gelderland Pretty good but with a fluffy mouthfeel and an isotonic sweetness to the taste, so, a sport beer indeed
187 Brygstjernen Royal 0.0 Classic 5.5 0.0% dark ale DK One of those very over-malted zeros. Tolerable but too one-dimensional. Nor is it a good representation of what Danish "classic" beer tastes like.
188 Hirsch Helles 0.0 5.5 0.00% lager DE Baden-WürtOK but a frothy and not nice effect dominates.
189 Gulpener Zwarte Ruiter Weizen 5 0.30% wheat NL Limburg The alkofrei taste is there from the get-go when you smell the aroma. Funnily enough the alkofrei flavour merges quite smoothly with the weizen wheat beer flavour... but no, after a few gulps I'm decided it's not good.
190 Becks Becks Blue 5 0.1% lager DE Bremen meh
191 De Leckere 0.5% Weizen 5 0.5% wheat NL Utrecht oh dear, we did not like this. An alkofrei taste pushed to the fore. And although it was integrated into the overall flavour... no thanks.
192 Gulpener Zwarte Ruiter 5 0.3% wheat NL Limburg Disappointing. Doesn’t taste wheaty, mostly tastes of that distinct alcohol-free/isonotic taste.
193 Nirvana Stout 5 0.0% stout UK Brighton this tastes like someone tried to recreate stout from a description. It's dark, too thin, with a cocoa/liquorish flavour that seems to be added as a stand-in for beer flavour. It's an OK drink on its own terms, though, e.g. if you think of it as a sasparilla.
194 van de Streek Speelkasteel 5 0.0% wheat NL Utrecht What the heck, van de Streek? This is nothing like the quality we get from your other beers. Noticeable alkofrei (worty) in the smell and taste, minerally finish. That said, the overall flavour is not awful, a pleasant lemony backing. But no.
195 Medelo Corona Cero 5 0.0% lager MX Unimpressive. It has That Taste quite strongly, and not much character, and is not thirst-quenchy.
196 Hoegaarden Hoegaarden zero 4.5 0.0% wheat BE bad news, Hoegaarden Zero is really disappointing :( It doesn't have the lovely crisp taste of normal Hoegaarden, instead it's soft, smells odd, tastes stale and a bit like flat lemonade. No wonder they don't sell it widely
197 Big Drop Kinzig Gateau Stout 4.5 0.5% stout UK Ipswich To us this has the not-good "thin ashtray water" flavour of so many of these alkofrei stouts. The cherry flavour offsets it a little and so it's drinkable - but it's convincing no-one, neither as stout nor gateau
198 Edmond MamaBeer 4.5 0.5% pale FR Odd! Yeasty/malty taste but with a welcome undertone of orange and spice.
199 Cobra Cobra Zero 4.5 0.0% lager UK Meh, tastes rubbish – a blatant alkofrei taste. There was no need to make it this poor.
200 And Union Der Graf von Bayern alcohol-free weissbi 4 0.4% wheat DE Bavaria I found this weird bottle lost at the back of the offie. It's not great - a thin-bodied weissbier with that alkofrei taste, and a vinegary aftertaste. However my bottle was officially past its best-before date, so maybe I should re-review it if I ever find another one! On the other hand, Steady Drinker's review matches almost perfectly my opinion of it
201 Big Drop Hazelnut Porter 4 0.5% porter UK Ipswich wow, this is... awful! Is there something wrong with my taste, or theirs? The flavour seems smokey rather than hazelnutty, which would be OK, but it's one-dimensional, and the beer is thin, lacking the body you expect from a porter.
202 Edmond Edmond IPA 3.5 0.5% ipa FR Unpleasant yeasty/worty, some cereal flavour too, but no redeeming features.

an alcohol-free version of the well-known Spanish/Filipino lager. The flavour is good, it's refreshing, and a nice balanced aftertaste. One of the best I've had from a trad big brewery! – 2
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